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2006
ti co
Tum to pages 4 and 5
or your comprehenive 2006 midterm
lection guide including information on
I sue thro gh 5
gov rnor and senate
races and voting.

t e o lowing issues:
Minimum wage: pg. 3
Party turnover: pg. 3
Learn and Earn: pg. 6
In-depth governor's
race coverage available exclusively at
theguardianonline.con1
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Fo th ft becoming a
problem at Wright State
tud nt Union. ll wcver ifJ did
I don t think I would g t
involv d,". aid harday LitzyTaylor, a junior majoring in ma
tcaling doe have an impact
communication.
on the prices tudcnt are paying
Candy is a popularly tolen
for food.
'Even if students tole half of a item. "It u ually depend on how
percentage of our food it would all big the item are and how easy
Tina Pandza
they are to pocket.'' said Porter.
add up to $100,000 in one year, '
Pandza.2@\Nrlght.edu
..We had to discontinue the ellPorter added.
'I do think food theft i a prob- ing of certain item , uch as some
Food. thievery at ¥right States
candy bar ·. We realized that we
lem around here. People put ·tuff
dining facilitie i. a problem.
received money for only one out
m their pockets, I see it mrelf,"
Empty bottled be era 0 es
of three candy bars that were
aid Katie Koehler, a fre hman
throughout the rt:tail places as
gone.
majoring in early childhood eduwell a the mi u e of fountain
"I never really noticed that stu'ell 1 :SllUl~•rs
drinks are only the !'iimplest
dent were stealing food " said
examples of where abu of the
stole Ital/ of a percentage Candace Thornburg, a fre hman
dining services food are found,
majoring in exercise biology.
of our food it would aU
aid Chuck Porter, Resident Dis'If I did I don't think I would
trict Manager.
really tell anyone. But what can
add up to 100,000 111
There wa one food theft
you do? It is a fact that campus
one year,"
reported in the Union Market in
fo d is expensive."
2005, and none in the Hangar.
"We try to watch as best a we
-Chilek Porter, R Ulent
While th Hangar has been
We had police officer how
can.
D · "ct Manager. Dining
th ft free sine January 2006, a
e.
up on our steak night, bccau c we
well, the Union Market. uffercd
observed up to 30 student trying
one reported food theft in 2006,
to get out without paying,'' said
cation.
said Wendy Chetcuti, Wright State
Porter.
'Food price are a burden on
Univer ity Police.
''It seem .. that throughout the
us. We paid 700 at the beginning
•· tudent tuff foods in their
nation tudent think that food
of the year, but you can g t the
pocket or book bag . ome are o · ame food for way cheaper than
theft is not a big deal. They feel
creative that they put burritos in
that becau e th y already pay o
what the price , are o campus! '
popcorn bags. and then fill the bag
much for chooling, tealing food
'"The dining service are
up with popcorn to cover the buris not an i sue," aid Porter.
always the ones getting beat up
rito,'' said Porter.
"But in the end, students only
about the prices of our food, but
"We don't actually get to see a
harm themselves. There are certain
all we are doing here i trying to
lot of the thefts. Employees do see break even, not even to make
foods we know they would enjoy,
it ometimes, but once the thief
profit. We do try to keep the prices but we can't carry them because
disappears, it is too late," said
of the high risk of theft that might
low,'' said Porter.
Porter.
"I have never seen anyone steal occur," Porter added
"If we do catch someone, we
anything from the Hangar or the
call the public safety. We had a
ca
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a paintball gun. Th paint came off
with a damp washcloth,
no permanent damage wa don .

October 25, 2006 - An officer
ob erved an unknown female throwing
an object that made a car alarm go off
in the par ·ng lot behind the C-Store
in the Honors community. The officer
talked to the student and she told him
that he was not trying to hit the car
and no damage was done to the vehicle.

October 23 2006 - Police were
di patched to Hawthorn Hall in reference to a report of a po sibly damaged
door. An unknown person had shot
the outside of a dorm room door with
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Minim um wage increase
among issues on the ballot
Shannon Wymer
Wymer.4@Might.edu

I ue 2, the Ohio Fair Minimum
Wage Am ndmcnt, propo e that the
current minimum wage of 5 .15 be
rai ed to 6. 5, effecti e on Jan. 1,
2007, and be rai cd again every year
according to inflation.
Thi. L an i · u for coll cg tudcnt,
as many work their way through school
at minimum wage job..
Ka cy nyd r, a ph mor in nursing, works at the infonnation <l sk in
th tudl::nt ni n. 'I would v tc for
[Is~uc 2 J. I g t paid minimum w g
right now," . he aid.
hley ander ', a frc hman social
cience major, aid, ·1 would want
minimum wage to incre e e pecially
for college students. Money i a big
problem.'
De pite the ri ing co t of living, the
current minimum wage relative to
inflation i the lowest it ha b en in 50
year . 1997 marked the la t minimum
wage increase.
Donna Schlagheck, Ph.D., profes or
and chair of political cience at WSU
aid that a raise in minimum wage is
long overdue. What people earn working full time on minimum wage is no
longer a livable wage, he aid.
"'If you're working for a living, you
hould be able to do more than ju t

make your rent and buy food,''
Schlagheck said.
However, Schlagheck expre ed
ome concern. She aid that although
tudent are working hard to get
through college, po ibly at minimum
wage job , it i th world they ar trying to leave.
Some .may even go on to own bu inc . and sub equcntly oppo e minimum wag incrca c .
Bey nd thi , chlagheck d e · not
thin that it will pass in thi congrcs ,
and L not sure that the pre ·id nt will
'ign the bill.
• Many o the president' advi ors
would say it would mak bu in s e
le . competitive, not more. Thi i
what' de cribed a the race to th bottom - it' driving more out ourcing,
that busine s alway goe where it can
get the cheapest labor," Schlagheck
aid.
However, Dr. Charles Funderburk,
profe or of political cicnce aid, "We
out ource o much already; ~ think that
maybe we're out ourcing almo t everything we can anyway."
ince the wage increa e in 1997
America ha had a record amount of
out ourcing, so the argument may not
be a good one, he added.
· Another major argument by minimum wage opponent is that the market
should et the value of wage .

The minimum wage asp rcent of average wage. 1947-2006
~0.03

1952 1957 1962 1967 1

Cassandra Hall I The Guardian

working poor, Schlagheck aid.
"It's ad but true correlation
between income and voting. Lowerincome people tend to vote at a lower
rate o their voice i lost in thi
proces ," he said.
There i an unfortunately mall
amount of people in a higher income
bracket that have a '' ocial ju tice agenda ' that makes them care about thi
issue, she said.
Twenty-three state have already
rai ed minimum wage, and four of
them include adju ttnent ba ed on
inflation.

''Profit ha e gone up, productivity
has gone up, but wage on the low end
haven't. It seem like the government
ometime need to get involved when
there' omething the market i n 't dealing with,' Funderburk aid.
'We eem to have lap ed back into
thi notion that the market i the olution toe erything, and I've ascribed to
the older notion that when the market
i n 't addressing problem ometime
government need to give them a
pu h " he added.
The majority of the people who will
be affected by thi proposal are the

a

Democrats attempt to.swing Ohio
vote into a congre~sional majority
David Montei
Montei.3@vvright.edu

Democrat are optimi tic that the
decline in public opinion toward
Republican may have opened a window of opportunity for their party to .
win a majority in Congress.
Election day may change the representation of our federal government,
which has been dominated by Republicans in recent years.
Ohio may play a critical role in the
battle for the U.S. House of Representatives as well as the Senate.
. Eight Ohio seats in the House will
draw considerable competition while
only one seat in the Senate, that of
Republican Mike DeWine, is up for
election.
In order for the Democrat to experience such a drastic change within the
political spectrum, they will need to
gain 15 seats in the House of Representatives to overcome the current 28
seat advantage held by the Republican

w

w

.
Party.
So how i it that Ohio always seems
to be in the mix of vital political
regions?
One major reason i that Ohio i a
very politically competitive state
where most districts could swing in
either Republican or Democratic favor.
"I feel that Ohio's importance is
exciting and should prove to make for
an interesting election season," said
Adam Stevens, a junior marketing
·
major at WSU.
"I don't think that there is any
chance the Democrats will take over
the Ohio House delegation. (Democrats) may gain enough seats to take
over the House nationwide, but Ohio
will most likely have a Republican
majority in the hou e," said Charles
Funderburk, of Wright State's Department of Political Science.
Perhaps a more daunting task that
the Democrats will face lies in overcoming a Republican majority within
the U.S. Senate.

w.

the

In order to do so, Democrats must
protect the seats they currently possess
while gaining another seven from
Republican control.
Many b lieve that this i too much
to a k from the Democrats and ee the
Senate remaining in Republican hand ,
though the majority may decrease with
a few seats swinging to Democrats.
"The problem the Democrats have
is there are forty Republican seats that
aren't up for election because one third
of the Senate seats are up for election
every two years," added Funderburk.
''Right now the numbers are in the
Republicans' favor, not because of
public opinion, but for the simple reason that there are so many seats they
don't have to defend while a good
amount of Democratic eats are up for
election."
The Democratic Party mu t take the
Ohio seat held by Mike DeWine (R) in
order to have any chance in achieving
a majority at the federal level.
As of right now Democratic nmni-

guardian
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nee Sherrod Brown i running ahead of
incumbent Mike De Wine.
Even if the Democrats take over
thi eat it i unlikely that seats from
Virginia and Tennes ee will way their
way.
However, while the Democrats may
not achieve majority status, they may
close the gap enough to set up a very
interesting election in 2008.
Josh Stepp, an organizational leadership major in his 5th year at WSU,
doesn t feel that this election is any
more important than any previous
vote, but stresses the value of the
American right to vote.
"With the country divided on so
many issues, it is very important to
vote right now. The only way to make
change happen is to get out there and
vote," said Stepp.
The Democratic Party can only
hope at this point that the citizen of
America will show up at the polls to
exhibit a want for change in their
favor.
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I sue 1: Ohio's W kers'
ompensalion
hange the procedure for determinin the
a ount of compen ation for lo of wage or per
rnanent total disabiUty
Allow worker ' ompensation and benefi
to be a:
t victims of sexual assault
Prohibit c
in pri oner from receiving
workers· compen ati n while in a county jail
De ignate th
ureau of Worker ' Campen ation Special Inve igation Department a a
criminal justice agency
Exempt addre ses and pnon numbers of
workers receiving worker ' compensatt from
Ohio Public Records Law and from pu I· a e ,
except to journali t

The Arguments
V 1 LYES: Supporter say thi. pre crvcs the
right of injured worker o they are compcn ated
quickly and fairly, increase protection against
fraud increa es protection for women in the workplace, opportunities for job creation protects the
privacy of those receiving benefits from those who
might othenvi 'e take advantage of them
VOTE NO: Opponents say this reduces nonworking wage lo . compensation from 200 weeks
to 52 weeks, re crses five Supreme Court cases,
discriminate against oldl:f workers or anyone who
ha a previous injury

w

w

w.

the

Issue 2: Propos
endment to
Ohio's Conslitufion, increasing
minimum wage
Beginning January 7, 2007 the minimum
wage wi1l increase from $5.15 to 6.85.
On
tember 30, 2007, and a h con ec'lltive year t e minimum wage ill
in
d
by the r te of infla ion for the 12~ onth pe 'od
rior to that Sep ember, according the c nsu er
p 'ce ind
Will not apply to employees of a
owned an operated business

The

Distribution of Revenue:
55 percent to slot and casino owners
30 percent to Ohio Board of Regents
r college scholarships
Remaining revenues to local governments, race tracks, and gambling addiction services
Money intended to supplement, not supplant existing and future constitutional obligation
to po t-secondary education and local governments

Arguments

.. YES: '· is is ue i very importan
b cause the mm1mm ~'ag has actually Ciecreased
with inflation. It is a vc t:a y yes ot although
the new minimum wage will not c cu ome clo c
to the living wage. Congr s · oted to raise their
own salarie several times,'' said Nisenhoff.
VOTE NO: • Minimum wage hould be raised,
but not as high as it is going to ~e raised. It will
hurt more businesses and should not be a constitutional amendment. If something needs to be
changed la~er, as an amendment, it will have to be
put on the ballot again," said Elkin .

guardian
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The

Arguments

VOTE Y : Prop nent ·ay the bill will provide grant and . cholar, hip to . tudent and that,
unlike the lottery, the money will be handled by
the Board of Regent so that politicians will not be
able manipulate the funds.
VOTE NO: Opponents say that the bill will not
do enough for students and that it wa. written by
private interests to provide certain gambling companies a monoP.oly on thi kind of gambling.
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bin
restaurants, most
ties, separated areas o
and race tracks.
Invalidates and 1
bas been banned
ocal ordiWould prohibit the adop on
nances to prohibit smoking in places exe
the law

The

Arguments

VOTE YES: Proponents say that this is a more
moderate smoking ban. Instead of banning smoking everywhere, it would only ban it in certain
places.
VOTE NO: "This is actually a Smoke More
Ohio. As a constitutional amendment, it diminishes the power of elected officials. This should not
be adopted as an amendment to the Constitution,"
said Elkins.

Ted Stri kl
.....
unninuJr1.X.~o ~-..

e
YES: "In
land, and in another coun
owners were worried that the
r, all of the
destroy their business. Two y
negative economic effects were erased, and profits
actually increased. Families felt they could go to
restaurants again," said Nisenhoff.
VOTE NO: Opponents say that the ban is too
restrictive and that the government should not regulate smoking.

If Issues 4 and 5 both pass, 4 w·1ovenide5 - only vote 'yes' on onel
w

w

w.

the
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Precinct for Wright State Universily
residents:
Precinct 275
Highland Apartments
1514 Bromley Road (off of Zink Road)
Fairborn

Absentee Ballot
Anyone can request an absentee ballot, without
giving a reason. To request one by mail, the. application must be received by noon on the Saturday
before the election. Or, a voter can go in person to
the board of elections no later than the day before
the election. All absentee ballots must be received
by 7:30 p.m. on the day of the election.
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Flu shots now avail able at
Stud ent Heal th Services
Donirique Ortolano
Ortolano2@wight.edu

Flu shots are now available to
Wright State students at Student Health
Services.
The immunization will co t $20 and
is not covered by Student insurance.
Students can pay by cash check, credit
card, or th amount may b placed n a
Bursar ac ount.
Sh ar availabl in 224 r d rick
White Health ent r, during th h ur
of :30 a.m. until 11 :30 a.m. and 1 p.m.
until 4:30 p.m., Monday through Friday. Appointments are not need d.
Wendy McGonigal, Director Student
Health Services, has already seen one
student with the flu this year.
Symptoms include high fever, cough
and weakness of the body.
The flu is always related to the lungs
and does not include upset stomach,
despite common assumptions, McGonigal said.
People who do not receive the flu
vaccine and are exposed to the virus
can expect symptoms to last 7 - 14
days, longer if active.
"Students [in particular] continue to

have to work because they have to
make money. They continue to go to
school because they have to finish up
their quarter. If you try to do things
when you're that sick you're either
going to make yourself much worse or

you 're not going to do the job you need
to do when you're going to school or
working," McGonigal said.
'If you feel like you're getting the
flu get to an office early. Within the
first two days of symptoms we can do

"Earn and
Learn'' may
be "one
great big
decepti on''

something about it," McGonigal added.
Everyone who can hould do their
part and get the flu vaccine, said
McGonigal.
"If you don't get a shot and tho e
people that you live with or are around
get a shot, they're protecting you from
getting the flu,' aid McGonigal.
h ugge ts not haring cup , ilverware or cigarette during th flu eaon.
Th flu i prcad by air drople and
w hing hand frcqu ntly can lower the
ri k of getting the flu, according the
McGonigal.
The vaccine wa late on arrival
because it has taken longer to produce.
125 million vaccines are being produced this year instead of the 85 million produced last year to make sure
that there is enough to go around, said
McGonigal.
The vaccine takes about two weeks
to become effective.
Restrictions include allergies of
products that are used in the vaccine.
Contact the Student Health Service
to find out what the restrictions are this
year, as the vaccine changes yearly.

Nikki Ferrell
Ferre0.8@wight.edu

ne of the ev ral contr ver ial
uc on th ball t thi el ction i

·u 3: L m and am.
Thi i u pr p c that lot
ma hine be placed at the even
c mmercial ho
race track in ·
the tate and at two locations in
the entertainment district of Cleveland.
55 percent of the revenue will
go to casino owners and operators
and 30 percent will go to the
Board of Regents for scholarships
and grants.
The remaining money will go to
local governments, the race tracks
or purse money, and gambling
addiction services.
Proponents say it will create
scholarships and grants for students, job , and economic development.
According to the Learn and
Earn Committee, the money will
be handled by the Board of
Regents, o legi lature will not
have acce 'to divert thi money
for politicians' pet project :·
Supporters al o ay that all wing gambling in Ohio would h Ip
our economy b cau c Ohi m ncy
that i now going to gambling
in titutions out of ·tate will stay
here.
However, many say it i a cam.
Myron Levine, profe or of
Urban Affair and Development
and Ph.D. of political cience
called the propo ed amendment
• one great big deception" and
"snake oil being sold as omething
good for education when it's not."
According to Levine, this
amendment was created by private
intere ts "to guarantee them a
monopoly in trust in a profit-making venture" and that "the state is
not free to regulate gambling for
public needs."
In addition, Levine claimed that
the creators are exaggerating the
benefits of Issue 3.
"As is usual in these cases, the
industry grossly over predict the
money available for education,
which is not guaranteed, but even
in bad years the casinos and developers are guaranteed their share of
the money," he said.
Levine added, "Many people
who vote for this will be dissatisfied when they find out how little
they get or that they don't even
qualify for the money."

Livmg m a lo-,, mamt nan c
Hill home give you
THE FREE 1 IME YOU DESERVE.

FAIRBORN

Smart Students Don't Rent, They Ownl

On Trebein Rd.,
1 mile south of Dayton-Yellow Springs Rd.

• Don't gamble for a new place to live every year or deal with a sublease
• Don't throw away your money on rent, invest it in your future
• Sell your home when you graduate and use the profit to start
paying off your student toansl

Condominium Homes

from the low $100' s

ViJif tJur 11bV web11k...

Please call for directions and hours

www.myohiohillshome.com

{937) 878-2474
(E)
..,, . -.-

•see Hills Sales Consultant for details. Certain restrictions may apply. Offer valid only on certain homes .
Savings apply to options or financing costs. Offers expires on 11-30-06.
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.Student" Go ver nm ent shows off.
most rec ent acc om plis hm ent
Dominique Ortolano
Ortolano.2@v.lright.edu

ign ompany.
It can how evcml me sages in a
hort amount of time. The e me sage
are current and can ·ho v full color
photo videos or anything that can be
done on a computer.
Thi mes age board almo t two ·
year in the making. was the idea of
current SG intern and former Re idential Senator Michael Gessner.
The project began in February of
2005 as a communications initiative
for SG.
Ges ner' idea was for a mall red
LED sign to be placed somewhere on
campus to get information out.
"Over the years it developed into a
bigger sign with more color, more
capability and better software," said
Ges ner.
The G ign provide infonn ti n
about tudcnt organ-

Left to rig/it: Ed Getnin and Mdce Gessner stand in front ofthe new sign put up by Student Government outside the Student Union.

Gessner said this proves that thing
do get done on campus, despite what
many student believe.
" ampus does care and things do
change. A lot of people don t think

"If you really back 100
percent your ideas and
beliefs, and you have other

thing can get ~one
on campu ," aid
e ner.

"If you really
ization • campu
back I 00 percent
events and other
your ideas and
[people 'sj support for
general things stubeliefs and you have
d ents need to kn ow. something on campus, it's
other support for
Gessner aid he
something on camPeople
done.
going to get
wanted to help get
, it' going to get
pu
communication
i·
1
p
d
listening,"
are
eop e are isone.
across in a new way
-Mike Gessner former tening," Gessner
and get students
Residential Senator for added.
involved and excited
_
about campus activi- _ _ _ _s_tu_d_e_n_t_G_o_v_e_r_n_m_e_n_t_ To get a student
message put onto the
·
ties.
sign go to
LED
Electronic
SG
after
came
idea
Inspiration for the
click on the icon
and
www.wsusg.com
Stuthe
with
conference
attending a
a sign applicadownload
to
left
the
on
colanother
where
dent Government,
tion.
lege campus introduced it, said GessFill out student organization inforner.
mation and what you want the message
"For Wright State to want to be at
the top of their game and to be at the
leading edge, we need to do things that
other campuses are doing. This is just
talcing us one step further," Gessner
said.
The Student Government and Gessner ran into many delays during the
execution of this project, including
deciding and being approved on the
placement of the sign and electrical
issues.

w

w

to say.
Then turn in the application to Student Activities for approval at least a
week prior to the event.
Applications are picked up from
Student Activities daily. If a non-student organization would like to advertise there is a small fee.
No off campus or outside organizations not affiliated with the university
are permitted to advertise on the SG
sign.
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Registrar: By start of winter quarter
scheduling issues will be resolved
Tina Pandza
Pandza.2@wrlght.edu
Wbile Wright State nivcrsity i
creating a b tter place for future tudent by building new rooms and
building\ urrcnt tud nt · ar b aring
with th c nstnicti n , contu. ion, and
classc ·being h Id in residcn c hall. r
dining r m .
he c in onv nicnccs appeared due
t an incr ased number of la sc
ofti red in om time ·lot , primarily
clas es held on Tue day and Thur day
between 10:25 a.m. and 3:55 p.m., aid
Marian Hogue, the newly appointed
university registrar.
'This increase required that we find
some new space to accommodate these
clas es,' said Hogue.
"Some clas es also meet on an atypical chedule, perhaps for 2 or more
hours, which also presented a chal-

lenge, especially for Tue day and
Thur day clas meeting ."
By the beginning of the winter quarter the e is ues hould be re olved,
according to Hogue.
' We have analyz d the number and
iz f the cla
chcdulcd to be
offered in each time I t and have uffici nt sp cc using our regular clas ·room ·pace, ' aid H gu .
''It wa an adju 'tmcnt t tc ch a
cla ·in a mall dining r min th tudent Union, ' aid Dave Baxter lecturer
of communication.
'The seating is unu ua1 of course. I
don't have the usual wall-size d.ryrnarker board that I'm used to in most
of the other regular classrooms."
"I tried showing the notes for the
class through the computer portable
projector and tri-p d screen on the first
day of class, but that proved cumbersome and laborious," Baxter added.

Baxter said he had to change his
tyle of lecturing for the class that was
held in the Student Union' dining
ro m.
However it ended up working well
for him.
"Student get to Ii ten while I talk
in tcad of constantly writing down
note·. It s an adjustment from my
usual classroom approach."
"I h vcn 't enc unl r d any oth r
real pr bl m · teaching in that r om,
and the tudents eem to have adjusted
pretty well," Baxter added.
One of the reason that caused the
delays in confirming classroom assignments for the fall 2006 term was the
new Banner software.
"To avoid this going forward, the
university has purchased Ad Astra
room scheduling software, which will
allow classrooms to be assigned more
efficiently," said Hogue.

"Our goal is to have this in place in
early Decemb r
that spring term
clas scheduling will be done u ing Ad
A tra " Hogue added.
"We al o continue t create and
identify new cla ro m pace ·we
move forward with campu c n tructi n project , ' aid H gue.
"Pending final c nfirmation, some
· dditional pace may • availabl a
· n a winter term. We will al o be
touring all clas r m building thi fall
to confirm the statu' of each cl room
and identify needed upgrades to furniture and/or equipment, • Hogue added.
Hogue also announced that effective
in October Owen Daniels will be serving as the assistant registrar for scheduling.
"He comes most recently from the
Ohio Board of Regents and will play a
key role as we move to the new Ad
Astra system, ' Hogue added.

Caffeine present in decaf coffee
Alflson Levvis
Lewis.167@vvright.edu
Ever wonder why decaffeinated coffee still gives you a bit of a buzz?
According to a tudy done by the
Univer ity of Florida it i becau e
d caf coffee actually has ome caffeine
in it.
During the study researchers found
that samples of decaffeinated espresso
made by the popular chain Starbucks
actually contained somewhere between
3 and 15.8 milligrams of caffeine each.
They also found that the decaffeinated brewed coffee at Starbucks contained somewhere between 12 and 13.4

milligrams per 16 ounces.
Out of the nine coffee chains that
participated in the study, only one actually used coffee that was truly decaf-

However, Wendy McGonigal, Director of Student Health, said, ''The average student doesn't have to worry
about avoiding caffeine because it
won't affect them much."
She said that people who have gastroe ophageal reflux di ease, which
cau e the contents of a person's stomach to block their esophagus and feels
like severe heartburn, should avoid caffeine.
McGonigal also mentioned that caffeine is diarrheic which can cause
increased heart and insomnia.
She also said that caffeine helps
people who have asthma by opening
their breathing passage.
"A person's body gets use to a certain level of caffeine after a while,
which is why many people suffer from
headaches when they cannot have it,"
said McGonigal.
This is the reason why students and
~ people in general should have caffeine
~
in moderation, she added.
cf
Students seemed surprised by the
<ll
fact that decaffeinated coffee has caf~ feine in it. Erin Kelly, a freshman
_ _ _ ___, majoring in Modem Languages, even
suggested calling decaf coffee "half
caf' instead.
Sarah Ammar, a junior majoring in
mass communications, said, '"Wait,
that's not fair. That means not drinking
it can still cause caffeine headaches."
Becki Schumacher, a freshman with
an undecided major, said, "It is kind of
, confusitlg because decaffeinated coffee
shouldn't have caffeine in it."

feinated.
The fact that little coffee is actually
decaffeinated makes caffeine it harder
to avoid.
-----.
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No college degree guarantees
a career in the Dayton area
Tina Pandza
Pandza.2@wright.edu
There i a pe imi tic attitude a ociated with graduating from a colleg
in the Dayt n area. I it ju tified? It i
n t, ccording to the ar r ervice .
Th re are currently 150 j b and
int m hip offer d on their w b p ge,
ran ing from t hnical field to nu ing.
"Th r r a wid vari ty f opp rtuniti ," aid harlene Walk r, A ociate Director of Career Service .
•1t all depend on what the graduate
is seeking for. Students need to be able
to identify their needs and re earch the
field well, while looking for the job
that they want."
There is no guarantee for any completed degree that there will be a job
'waiting' for the graduate, said Walker.
' Dayton is changing with what it is
doing. It is a matter of the market need
and the skills one has. If you have
those, you can adapt to the environment better. The best career field is the
one that one will enjoy working in,"
Walker added.
"I will try to find a job in the Dayton area," said Jessica Weidert, a junior
majoring in Spanish. "From what I
have heard, there is a pretty fair need
for the profession of Spani h teachers
in thi area. And hone tly, I like Dayton, Weidert added.
"The e days employ r ar demanding because there are many qualified
candidate ," aid Walker.
"Student need to be comp titive,
they need to have great communication
skill sets, good knowledge, and they
have to demonstrate that they are
familiar with how to apply what they
know preferably through co-op and
internship ," Walker added.
There is still hope for the November
graduates, said Walker.
"Graduates do have to start planning
early. Ideally that would be about six
to nine months before graduation.
They need to do a lot of research and
networking. They have to go to professional meetings, and let people know
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can learn how to present themselve ,"
said Walker. "There are interviewing
days, as well. We are always reaching
out to students, but in the end, they are
the ones who need to be active. The
sooner they start the better."
"If there is a job for me available in
the Dayton area, I will definitely try to
get it," said Jessica Fuller, a sophomore majoring in middle childhood
communication. "My whole family
lives around here, so that's why I want
to stay around here, too."
Brittiany Czocb a junior majoring
in ma s communication, aid "I want
to move somewhere warm and my
family i planning on moving as well
so I won't be looking for employment
around here."
With the wide occurrence of online
web ite where student can hare
information about them elve , Walker
recommend to be careful with what
information tudent make available to
the public.
"Students need to manage their
image. Employers do check tho e web
pages, and they know ways of getting
to your information without being your
'friend,' ' Walker added.
"Making your elf marketable is
what it i all about. Vi it career services, talk to advisers, practice interviews," said Walker.
"It is not about who is the most
qualified, but who knows best how to
present themselves well."
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College Tuition for Every Ohio Child.
Issue 3 will create a fund to provide college
tuition for all Ohio school children. Through
a constitutional amendment, every student
who completes the core Ohio curriculum
requirements will be eligible for in-state
college tuition grants and scholarships,
starting with the class of 2009.
No new individual taxes.
One hundred percent of tuition dollars will be paid
by revenue from regulated slot machines, lim.ite~ to
seven existing Ohio racetracks and two future
downtown Cleveland locations.

Students earn as they learn.
Learn&: Earn Issue 3 scholarships are noncompetitive. Students earn tuition simply by meeting
the core curriculum requirements established by the
Ohio Board of Regents. Parents will receive an
annual report of their child's progress.

Funds can be used at any Ohio
public or private, non-profit college
or university.
Students can attend the in-state
institution of their choice.

iearn
a:Earn

These funds are dedicated by law to
college tuition grants and scbolanbl.ps.
Unlike the lottery, politicians cannot use the funds
for any other purpose.

New jobs, too!
In addition, local economic development funding
derived from slot machine revenues will be released
annually to every county to build
business and create jobs in Ohio.

Vote

ISSllF:

For complete information visit www.Yesonlssue3.com
Paid for by Vote Yes on Issue 3 Committee, 'Thomas A Rankin. Treasur&1. 27 East Russell Street, Suite 300. Columbus, OH 43215
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Editorial

The real issue this election: apathy

,

Don't be
lazy: vote
According to the U.S. Cen us
Bureau, only about 19 percent
of American aged 18-24 voted
in th la t midt rm election,
1 than any oth rage group.
In r nt intervi w with
stud n~ r gardin the
W
i · uc and candidate in th
upc min el ction many didn t know or didn t car about
anything on th ballot.
The governor's race is getting hotter and hotter, and the
House and Senate seats could
turn around the demographics
of our entire government, especially those in Ohio.
There are many Republican
seats up for grabs and, according to recent polls, it looks like
many may be filled with
democrats
If this doesn't sound good to
you vote. If this sounds good
to you, vote. Either way you
have a voice.
Roughly 34 percent of 18- to
24-ycar-old were enrolled in
colleg in 2000 and only 19
p re nt voted. Thi m an at
lea t a third of u , the . uppo edly future lead r " of our
country, don't even care enough
about the future of this country
to vote. What kind of country
will we lead in 20 years?
What exactly happened on
Election Day 2002? Was
everyone in class? Judging
from the attendance of most of
my classes, I'm not buying it.
Students are willing to miss
class because they didn't get
the homework done, they are
"sick" (or hung over) or even
because they couldn't find a
parking spot.
If these are the excuses you
usually use, wouldn't it feel
nice to skip class for a good
rea on for once?
On Nov. 7, skip the parking
hassles, boring lectures and
long lines in the Hangar.
Let's show other generations
that we are not the lazy, careless young people everyone is
starting to think we are, and
change those poll numbers
around.

Read
between
the lines
Jessica Lander
Lander.8@\Might.edu

In a democratic society, voting is not
the most important action a citizen can
complete. Education on issues is what
should be primary before anyone walks
over to a voting booth.
Educating yourself on issues would
not take a lot of time and effort. A siinple Google search, or a link on a newspaper's website would be able to steer
a person in the right direction to get the
information they need. It is also important that students not listen to rumors
about voting issues and learn to read
between the lines.
Rumors have been circulating about
Issue 2, for example. Some employers
are trying to scare people away from
voting yes on the minimum wage
issues by claiming that if it passes,
employee information will become

open record.
People who are against the issue are
trying to claim that anyone would be
able to access information with the
employees name, address, salary, and
other personal information. This is simply not true.
If Issue 2 passes, employers will be
required to keep records on an employ:.
ee, including all hours worked and pay
requirements for a minimum of three
years after the employee has left that
position.
If the employee wishes to view
these records, they must be made available to them at no extra charge. If an
employee wishes a new employer to
have access to these records, they can
consent to have them released.
Issue 3 is another item on the ballot
with an aura of falseness surrounding
it. The most important thing to know is
that this ''Learn and Earn" labeled issue
is a crock.
If the money is ever given to help
students pay for college, it will only
pay for part of a student's tuition in that
student is in the top 5 percent of his or
her high school class. Let's face it: if a
student i~ in the top 5 percent, that kid
is probably already getting money from
the college and doesn't need the extra

grant as much.
If not enough money is made from
the gambling, who will make up the
difference? Certainly not the people
who are making this Constitutional
amendment that is going to give the
untaxed dollars from here until eternity.
The goal of these people is to make
themselves rich, not help students. End
of story. Please, make sure you are educated on the issues before you go to the
polls.
There are many issues that require
you to read between the lines before
making a decision. Otherwise, you
could make a mistake that will haunt
all Ohioans for a lifetime.
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Issue 2 a must for Ohio·workers
Wednesday,

Amanda Kouppia
Kouppio~t.edu

There is no logical reason to vote
NO on issue 2. Never mind the empirical evidence (studies have shown that
economies have improved in states
where the minimum wage was raised
above the federal tandard, jobs are creat~ etc.).
The important i ue i : are we living
in neo- lavery? We all know that
of large corporation and ports
figur ar ver-paid. But, no one
care that milli n of Amerim
can ar underpaid and ann t make
end m t. If a p r on i w rking fulltime hours, houldn t they make a
decent wage?
Barbara Ehrenreich wrote ickel and
Dimed, which was her experiment to
live as a low wage worker. In her evaluation, she wrote:
"The Economic Policy Institute
recently reviewed dozen of studies of

what constitutes a "living wage" and
came up with an average figure of
$30,000 a year for a family of one adult
and two children, which amounts to a
wage of $14 an hour."
This is not the very minimum such a
family could live on; the budget
includes heath insurance, a telephone,
and child care at a licensed center, for
example, which are well beyond the
reach of million .
But it doe not include re taurant
meal , video rentals, wine and liquor
cigarette and lottery tickets or even
v ry much me t. Th hocking thing i
that the majority of Am rican work r ,
about 60 percent, earn le than $14 an
hour.
At $5 .15 an hour, the current federal
minimum wage, a full time worker
earns $206 per week, which is $10, 712
per year- well below the poverty line
for a family of three. If a person is
working a full-time job, shouldn't they
be fairly compensated? The Golden
Rule is clearly not in effect in a market

economy.
Capitalism has served us well for the
most part. It is in the economic interest
of an employer to pay the least possible
wage, to achieve the greatest profit.
However, this has gone too far. The
Fair Labor Standards Act of 1997
established the minimum wage at $5.15
per hour. That was almost a decade
ago. Issue 2 will raise minimtun wage
to $6.85. Still pretty low, but it i a
move in the right direction.
Slavery w a tragedy in the United
Sate . apitali ts u ed fre labor to
produce go ds to ell and am a profit.
Their profit was as large as po ible
b cause they did n t pay workers'
wage . We can ce how it was not in
the intere t of the plantation owner to
start paying a workforce.
In our present situation, capitalists
are using the cheapest labor that the
law will allow to produce goods and
services for consumers at the market.
By using cheap labor, the capitalist can
make a larger profit. Therefore, the

Vote no
on Issue 3
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capitalist will likely continue to pay the
lowest wage possible.
Is this not similar to early American
slavery? I do not have the space to go
into other considerations, such as
Ohio's education funding, which
inhibits children from low-income families from achieving a sufficient amount
of education, which forces them into
low-wage jobs, which puts them at a
disadvantage for everything, including
healthcare and college (repeating the
cycle).
When I am hungry, the Mc onald'
employe making my hamburger i
w rth much more than any congr per on (who ha vot d to rai c
hi /her own alary several time ). Yet,
an unverified source tells me that the
average congressperson works two
days per week. Don't know how much
truth there is to that, but increasing the
minimum wage is an important step.
Every working human is at least entitled to a fair wage. Vote YES on
issue 1.

.Pie Polls!!!
42 people voted in this week's poll

Jacqui Folkerts
Folkerts.2@wright.edu

Pie Poll question of the week:

I found your article in the Oct. 18
edition of The Guardian to be biased by
not pre nting all of the facts about
I u 3.
Allow me to share a few. I sue 3
say that the money will go to needy
college students, but only 30 percent of
the money will go towards thi . The
majority will go towards casino owners, racetracks, the government, and
gambling addiction services - a total of
70 percent.
A note on the gambling addiction
services- isn't it odd that we are
encouraging addicted gambler's bad
habits and then turning around and
using their own money on them?
Seems like it could be a vicious
cycle unless we find a way to raise the
money without involving gambling!
Issue 3 will also open the doors to tribal casinos in the state of Ohio. The
more casinos, the more crime, and the
more poverty.
Many go to casinos because they are
poor and want to get rich quick. In
some states in which casino's are
already legal, they bring in elderly who
are willing to spend all of their life's
savings in one day.
More often than not, these two
groups of people leave with less money
than they came with.
I think the choice is clear- VOTE
NO ON ISSUE 3!
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Nicole De Vendra
devendra .2@wright.edu
Over 600 people learned that there i
more than one way to celebrate Halloween at thi year
ulticultural Halloween Cel bration.
The event, which took place on Oct.
26 in the tudent Union fi atured a
ariety of ntertainers om around the
glob . "What made thi · year diffcr nt
a· the di verity of th entertainm nt. I
u e the words 'high en rgy.' There re
a lot of act that were a blend of th · traditional with the citin 1 " aid Mike
ity tiviti B ard
hair and l ctri-

acr bat J p n
ai 0 dnunm r cotti h ha wip . '
rcn h cancan dan"
~te I drum
band and a hula group. ''I lik d the
diversity of th crowd. It' what hiphop all ab ut" aid Ty Quan Hodac,
known as Fly Ty a member of the
Stre t Symphony and Funk-A-Looz
Hip-Hop Dance Group. "The crowd
made ome noi e " said a fellow perform r who goes by the tage name

Dedikate.
Student could al o enjoy food from
a variety of different culture , learn
about different celebration from educational displays and enjoy free dance les-

ons.

photos by Jennalee Zieg/erffhe Guardian

•
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Multicultural Halloween Celebration
blends worldwide traditions

Clockwise from top:

French cancan dancers wow the audience
with tJudJ' show.
Freshman Kendra Tullius wins the People's
Choice award in the costume contest as a fat
ballerina.

An occasion for the wholefamily, the festivities included costume co~ for children.
; Here, a lion cub wins in the Cutestcategol)t
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Celebrations of Halloween in the
United State were not ignored. One
highlight of the night was a co ·twne
conte t for both children nd adult .
The competition had veral categorie ,
including mo t beautiful (which featur d a variety of lovely· 1adie ,"or
guy who cro 's-drc ~ d for their co tume~) and m ·t er ative. Th UAB
hicken ma cot al o made an app arance,
did a clown who entertained
the crowd with balloon artistry.
I am having a great time. The food
was good, and the performers were
amazing," aid junior criminal justice
major LaTasha Glover, p rting a hallo n creation on her head ...It' uppo ed to be a crazy hair hat. I told him
to urpri e me," he added.
"We were very pleased with the
crowd. The event always draw a large
crowd, but the best part of this year's
celebration was how much the audience
wa engaged in the entertainment and
activities not ju t the food ' aid
George.
"This was the ninth annual event. It
was started by the
Asian/Hispanic/Native American Center (AHNA) a a celebration offall traditions for different cultures," George
continued.
The event was a joint effort by UAB
and the AHNA.
' My favorite feature of the Multicultural Halloween Celebration is how
much collaboration there is between a
wide variety of organizations in order
to run this event. One ofUAB's goals
is to bring student organizations together to collaborate on large-scale programming, so we hope to continue that
work in future events," George said.
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Theatre Department jives back to the '50s
Nicole DeVendra
devendro.2a 'ght.edu

pro-

r a '
b cau e it' a i c ral br cding ground.

Everything on the

"Tltis production is dijfere11t from the film for its
fr .~Ji 11umb rs lik ' II
Shook Up and 'Shaki11 'at
tire High School Hop' and
_/'.

•,

in-your-Jace, e11ergetic
dance numbers. "
w1t11

stage literally jump.
-Julie Langan,' Jan "
out in an attempt to
captivate your atten- - - - - - - - - - - - - - tion, and I mean everything," aid Kevin
Day, who play the part of Do dy.
· Thi production i different from the
film for its frc h numbers like 'All Shook
Up' and 'Shakin' at the High School Hop'
enior ·. More information and tickets are
and with in-your-face energetic dance
available at the box office at (937) 775number '' aid Julie Langan, who plays
2500.
the part of Jan.
"I am o e. cited for Grease.' I can't
In addition to Day and Langan the cast
to ee it!" said junior early childho d
wait
Kelly
Danny
a
include J.J. Tiem yer
education major Lori Bridge.
Pekar as andy, Richard Jarett as Kenickie
Saran Weinhardt a Rizzo, Heather

The WSU cast of 'Grease."

Video gamers get ready to rock out to new tunes
Nicole DeVendra
devendra.2@wright.edu
irls, lock up your video gameaddict boyfriends if you ever
want to see them again. Just in
time to provide yet another distraction
from studying for finals comes the
rclea e of Guitar Hero II, and some
Raiders could not be more excited.
"Am I looking forward to Guitar
Hero II? Hell ye I am. It is going to
have different and more song than the
first one, and the multi-player a pect
will be a lot better" aid junior criminal justice major and game enthusiast
Bryan Dixon.
Guitar Hero is the wildly popular
Play Station 2 game played with a guitar- haped controller. Instead of strings,
the controller features five. buttons on
the neck with a "clicky flipper" and a
whammy bar on the body, according to
GameSpot. To play, competitors pu h
the colored button · on the neck that
correspond with colored music notes on
the screen while strumming the flipper
·
in time.
"I like the game because I've always
wanted to learn how to play guitar, but
I seriously lack the motivation and
patience. Guitar Hero is my lazy way
out, and the tracks provide a fairly reasonable mix of musical genres. Al o,
it's a great game - like DDR (Dance

G

Kevin Davidson does his best Iggy Pop impression as lie jams to Guitar Hero.
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Dance R volution for fat p opl ...
aid ophomore biomedic I engin ering
major Drew Cobucci.
"I am ab olutely looking forward to
Guitar Hero II. While the first one is
still great fun, playing the same tracks
again and again becomes boring,"
Cobucci added.
' I first heard about Guitar Hero
around ·pring break last year while I
was hanging out with some friends. My
fir t reaction wa 'this is just another
video game, and I will look stupid in
front of them.' Well a I kept playing, I
got better and I really grew to enjoy the
game. I aved up money and went out
and bought it my elf. After that I wa ·
addicted " aid Dixon.
Guitar Hero II will feature over 40
new tracks a multi-player mode and
will allow "musician " to play lead,
rhythm or bass, according to the game's
Web site.
'"This game is really fun to play, but
it i also more fun to 'rock out.' My
friend and I like to try crazy stuff such
a playing behind your head, throwing
in awesome kicks, and let's not forget
the famous Spinal Tap foot tap," said
Dixon.
The game debuts on Nov. 7 and will
retail for around $80, including the
controller. It is available for pre-order
at many stores, including Be t Buy,
GameSpot, Wal-Mart and EB Games .
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Wright State STD cases on the rise
Chlamydia and
gonorrhea most
commonly
reported cases
Chelsey Levingston ·
levingston.2@\Might.edu
.. nrollm nt i ·n't the only thing that
increa d at the beginning of fall quarter. The numb r of cxually tran mitted
( TD ) on campu went up 7
di
percent during eptcmber, according to
W ndy Mc nigal, Director of Student
Health Service .
Of the average nine to 45 tests taken
a month at Health Services, positive
STD cases have gone from the national
average of 10 percent to 17 percent, she
said. Among those increasing, chlamydia and gonorrhea are the mo t common. Since McGonigal started in 2000,
she has not seen such a drastic change.
While many STDs are undiagnosed
or not reported, it's estimated that 19
million new infections occur every year
in the U.S, according to the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
About half of these infections happen
to people between ages 15 and 24, but

measure, according to McGonigal.
the increase could be a result of expan"It doesn't work so well once you're
sion and improvement in testing.
exually active. It's fine for tho e kid
However, it i not worth the ri k to
who decide they want to wait and then
have un afe ex, said McGonigal.
that's okay and we can talk about that.
"Anytime you've got a exually tran But once you've started to be sexually
mitted infection that open you up to
active, it is very difficult to then go
any of them. And ome of them I can't
back to an ab tinent kind of relationtreat. Some of them I can't make you
hip. Being in a monoga"Beino
b tter."
mous relation hip, te t~
Some tudents think
ing both partners,
in a monoga111ous
TD have increa d
u ing condom and
becau e a lot of p onot getting o
relation hip, testin both
pie are exually
drunk you don't
d
~
•
active and make
partn ' using con 0 an not know who
bad judgmen .

getting o drunk you don't know

you 're having
ex with ar
who you 're having ex with are the the be t preventative
best preventative meas•res for
away from my
measures for
parents. So peothose already
those already sexually active."
ple that haven't
sexually active.
tried something
However, most
yet like drinking or
smoking think that's a -Wendy McGonigal, Director of first sexual encounStudent Health Services ters are spur of the
good time because
moment," she said.
they're around a whole
Many tudents didn't know
bunch of their peers. So like, if
there was an increase, so some students
you haven't experienced sex beforehand, then you 're going to experience it think Wright State should improve
awareness. "We should also encourage
when you go to college," said sophoprotection because some people try to
more Shauna Maggart, an education
discourage people from using protecmajor.
tion becau e they ay, 'oh you have to
Abstinence is the best preventative

'My fr hman
year wa my
first exp rience

abstain.' What about people that just
get into a situation? If they had protection, then I feel there's going to be less
incident of STDs," said junior Chiobi
Joseph, a nur ing major.
When McGonigal asks why students
don't use a condom, student have said
because the guy didn't want to, there
wasn't one available or that they were
too drunk to know what was happening.
"I alway say ... it take two to tango.
You were both there, you know?' aid
Mc onigal.
It will not be kn wn if the increa e i
long t rm until after the Oct ber re ult
ar in. here i not y t enough data to
determine if a particular ethnicity or
gender i being affected at Wright
State, aid McGonigal.
Greene County Combined Health
District comes in periodically to do free
HIV testing and will be at Health Services on Nov. 9. Call 775-2552 for an
appointment.
Students can come to Health Services any time to get an HIV test for
$20, whether they have insurance there
or not. A person can also be tested for
chlamydia, gonorrhea and HPV or have
lab work done to check for syphilis.
There has to be an outbreak before a
person can have a culture done for herpe.

,~,--------------------------------------------------------------------~,,

, Who's affected the most?

'1
I
I

Young Women
Young women are most affected by chlamydia, a bacteria] infection that
i often undiagnosed because it doesn't have symptoms, according to CDC.
Chlamydia can be cured with antibiotics but if untreated, it can lead to
pelvic inflammatory disease (PID) and infertility.

African-Americans
African-American are most affected by gonorrhea an undcr-diagno ed
bacterial infection that can lead to PID and infertility, according to CDC.
Gonorrhea can cause epididymitis (scrotal pain and swelling) in men and
PID in women, and those infected are three to five times more likely to get
human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). Treated with antibiotics, it is at a
record low.

Men
Men are most affected by syphilis, a genital ulcerative disease that is
curable in the primary and secondary stages, according to CDC. If left
untreated, it can lead to long-term problems such as nerve, cardiovascular
and organ damage and even eventually death.

Most common STDs
Half of the sexually active population will get human papillomavirus
(HPV), and some types have no symptoms while other types cause genital
warts. Early detection of HPV can be treated, but serious cases can lead to
cervical cancer. If taken before infection, the vaccine Gardasil can prevent
certain strains of HPV
One in five of the sexually active population will get type one or two of
herpes. Type one and two of herpes either show no symptoms or cause
sores that lessen in severity with each outbreak. There is no cure for herpes.
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-Source: U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
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A 'Spirit'ual Occasion
with Katie Strayer
Features Editor
s1rayer.6a 'ght.edu

Where can you see
the Incredible Hulk,
dirty pirate hooker Flavor flav and a penis all in
one night? At HauntFe t in
the Oregon Di trict, of
course!
Saturday night' fe tivitie
brought out a variety of ghoul and
g blin that repre cnted a wide range
on the ag pcctrum. You had to be
21 to get in the bar , but if you had
an underage DD, there was plenty of
craziness happening on the street.
Co tume contests, food vendor and
live music were just a few of the
highlight .
My friend and I pent mo t of the
evening at Sloopy's but the crappy
part wa that we had to pay an $8
cover charge after we already paid
the $10 HauntFest admission. Good
thing we decided to pre-game a little
bit before we left. It can get kind of
expensive, but it's definitely worth it.
It's interesting to see what people
come up with for costumes.
As usual, Halloween is an excuse
for girls to dress skanky, but admittedly, it's hard to resist - why not if a
guy will buy you a drink? Spiderman
wa nice enough to oblige me with a
few.
The night ended at around 2 a.m.
with a pit stop on the ide of Route 4,
but we made it home in one piece,
togas and all. Even though the name's
changed, the best Halloween celebration in the area will always be the
Boo n' Brew to many a
Daytoruan.
*Please drink responsibly.
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photo courtesy of annarborsummerfestiva/.oom

Difranco's latest release an eclectic mix
Chelsey Levingston
levingston.2@wright.edu

"If it keeps on rainin ' levee's goin'
to break/When the levee breaks I'll
liave no place to stay" said Led Zeppelin. Forced to evacuate before Katrina broke the levees in New Orleans,
Ani DiFranco's new album "Reprieve"
shows her concerns with the emotions
that result from being displaced.
In a world where there are natural
disasters, war and political oppression,
"Reprieve" is a refreshing, personal
exploration that honestly embarks all
of these issues head-on. Recently
released "Reprieve" is Difranco 's 17th
studio album, produced by her selfowned record label Righteous Babe
Records and recorded with bassist
Todd Sickafoose.
After returning to New Orlean to
retrieve the abandoned master recordings, Difranco went back to her hometown in Buffalo, N.Y. There, she overdubbed with her limited resources,
including an omnichord and synthesizer.
The end result features a combination of acoustic bass, guitar, piano,
organ, trumpet, spoken word and
more. DiFranco mixed in the sounds
of traffic, trains, birds, rain, thunder
and frogs to add to the experience.
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words are necessarily inten e.
Acoustic bass starts "Reprieve"
with the song "Hypnotized," in which
she says, "I was no picnic/I was no
prize/but I had just enough
sweetness/to keep you hypnotized."
Difranco goes on to discuss love, the
future and politics and unapologetically says what she thinks about abortion,
celebrities, government and the
inevitability of Katrina, with the hypnosis of music and just enough sweetn_ess to be more inspiring than offensive.
"Love is a puzzle/Some pieces they
adjoin," says Difranco on the fourth
track, "Nicotine," in which she captures all the difficulties of relationships as she describes both hate and
pleasure. Her "innovative guitar tunings" and "signature percussive finger
picking," as her label describes it, is
also captured in "Nicotine" as she and
Sickafoose showcase their talents in
the end.
The sou~d of something sucking for
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air effectively begins "Decree," in
which he hares her frustration with
a progressive society that looks for
cures and uses pawns to spread propaganda, but ignores reality. "The stars
are going out/And the stripes are getting bent,' she ays.
In the title song, "Reprieve,"
DiFranco says "It' 60 years later/near
the hypo-center of the A-bomb/I'm in
the middle of Hiroshima." In an interview with Ron Ehmke, she told him
that we're not very far from Hiroshima
if we continue to buy into hierarchy
that separates people because nuclear
annihilation will result.
The album requires repetitive listening in an attempt to absorb all the
sounds Difranco puts forth, both
musically and vocally, but the shear
addictiveness of the album makes that
a joy and not a chore.
"Reprieve" ends before there is a
chance to consider everything heard
and what these new ideas mean. few
artists nowadays have that ability to
positively bombard your senses.
Difranco has been compared to
Joni Mitchell and is considered one of
the 25 most influential artists of the
last 25 years, according to the College
Music Journal Network.
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To vo te or no t to vo te?
Voter apathy .
among college
students not as
prevalent on WSU's
campus
to, and there's no reason for it," he
aid.
Another reason Funderburk
thinks why college tudent are
hy are college tudent
less likely to vote is because "we
apathetic when it come
don't have a draft, and that' one
to voting? According to
rea on why \' e don't have a draft
FOX ew , college tu dent are
i because politician don't want
poll
the
le likely to go to
people prote ting against it; (it's)
becau e they don't ee it a their
certainly one reason that could
"civic duty."
activate younger people. Hopeful"Young people aren't in the
ly, it won't come to that, but peohabit of oting. Voting is a habit.
pie have to ee some rea on to
Pcople view it as something
vote."
they're supposed to do and i
Funderburk noted that the
omi.:thing that become habitual.
College tudents aren't in the habit turnout for the 2004 pre idential
election wa the highe t it ha
of doing it yet," aid Charles Funever been ince the 1960 election .
derburk, Ph.D. a profes or of
He said that in general, the pre ipolitical ~cience and the director
den ti al election
l . ( . r~
of th criminal "P,
dra\: a bigger
eop e view voting, as
ju. tice procrowd b~cau. c of
ed
uppo
're
omethi11g they
gram.
the media covcrFunderburk
said that mo t to do a11d is omething that age and becau e
it's con idered the
of the is ue
most important.
becomes habitual. College
on the ballot
Although FOX
are issues like students aren't in the habit
News reported that
health care or
college student
of doing it yet."
property tax are more apathetic
normally
-Charles Funderburk, Ph.D., at the poll , that
geared toward
voters who are professor ofpolitical science and doesn't seem to be
the director of the criminal jus- the case for some
a little older.
lice program Wright State stu"I think that
dents.
our country
"It gives you a voice," said Kate
doesn't make it particularly easy
Lash, a freshman majoring in
to vote. I think this is part of the
accounting who aid that she reads
rea on we have this problem - we
the newspaper to learn about the
don't make easy to vote," he
issues and candidates.
added.
"It's a responsibility as a citizen
One way that could make it easyour city, state and country. It's
of
is
vote
to
student
college
for
ier
with absentee voting, said Funder- your responsibility to decide who
you want to be in the govemburk. That would allow voters to
ment," added Alex Elkins, a senior
vote ·from college and mail it in
majoring in political science who
waiting
Iii:ie
in
tanding
of
in tead
is also the president of WSU Colto vote.
lege Republicans.
People should move toward a
Kasey Snyder, a sophomore
direction that would make voting
in nursing, said that votmajoring
the
from
away
move
and
easier
notion of having an "election day," ing is important to her because
"We can have our say. We can pick
he said.
our leaders."
"In this day and age it doesn't
"If you don't vote and you don't
can't
people
Most
sense.
make
like it, you don't have any room to
take two or three hours of their
day to stand in line and vote. Even complain," said Elkins.
if they could, they wouldn't want

Mailinh Nguyen
nguyen.36@w right.edu
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Basketball set to tip off
Lee Mowen
Mowen2@wtight.edu

ing and new people coming in on a
team of ju t 10 William doe n 't pick
anyone being a olo tar player. ' We
have a lot of play r who make contriIt' time t hoop it up· it' time for
bution to being a tar.'
the Women's Ba ketball eason. La t
or example Brittney White i i
year, th hometown Wright tate
part of the Pre ea n e n Team All- ·
Raid r r cord wa a uh par at 12-16,
Horizon c gue. h i the only idcr
after liding ff a wonderful 20 4 at m k a pr
n All-H rizon team.
n with a 19-11 record and an 11ast year h olum u' native had a
11 riz n Lcagu r c rd. ls Wright tatc
c r er high 26 p int
ain, t
h ading for a new beginning ver th
Young t wn tat · nd IP · .
Horizon ague, r anoth r brui
t ph mi ar, the f am u hut- ut
th chin lik la t year' trip?
goalie for th women, occ r team
Coach Bndge William thinks a
also play ba ketball for the Raider .
new dawn i upon the ladie , and it i
Her career high is 18 points at Clevetheir duty to make it their own. With
land State. She wa a walk-on in the
four being lo t to graduation Wright
2003-2004 season. This is her last year
State still has a bounty of returnees to
playing for the Raiders as she is also a
train with four freshmen bringing up
enior.
the pack.
Tyanda Hammock, the third senior
The Wright State Lady Raiders were
picked fifth in the Horizon League pre- who was red shirted in the 2002-2003
eason, had a career high 19 point
season rankings, with the Wisconsingame against Loyola last season. The
Green Bay Phoenixes leading the pack
Mansfield, Ohio native also had four
across the horizon with 234 points.
steals on four occasions.
"I think the preseason picks and
And then there are the newbies. The
polls and all that, we tend to not put
our hats on,' Coach Williams said, ''we four freshmen bring youth to the table,
as the three senior will hopefully
tend to focus on what a eason hould
teach them the trade of playing colbe and go from there. We really don't
lege basketball.
look at that like it's a mark to go by."
The Coach is looking forward to the
Coach Williams had a part into the
games against the conferences games
Raider's most succe ful eason in
and the Wake Forest game at the Nut2004-2005, as her team reached a 9ter Center. The Raider also go down
11 r c rd, their b t fini h ince movto Miami, Florida for a t urnament.
ing to Divi ion l.
Coach William al o add for the
oach William hop t fini h at
tudent b dy "If we can get the mo t
the top of the Horizon League and
tudent upport p ibl , we can hav a
play in the final and emifinal of th
family-orientated center filled with fun.
conference champion hip. 'If a wonThere's face-painting and it's a great
derful feeling being 10 point away
from going into the NCAA tournament. experience to go to. Hopefully we can
get students in the stands."
"For the roster, we have six returnThe outlook i clear the e girls are
er " William added, "with four of the
hungry for ome win and play time on
ix being tarter . We al o have four
the court. The first game i against
freshmen who will be led by the expeAthletics in Action on Monday, Nov.
rience that we have coming in this
13, at 7 p.m. in the Nutter Center.
year."
With so many familiar faces return-

2006-2007 Women 's Basketball Schedule
Nov. 13 Athletes in Action 7:00 PM
Nov. 18 at Ball State
3:00 PM
Nov. 21 vs. Miami (OH) 7:00 PM
UM Thanksgiving Tournament
Nov. 24 at Indiana
5:00 PM
Nov. 25 at Miami (FL)
TBA
Nov. 29 vs. Toledo
7:00 PM
Dec. 2 vs. Longwood
12:00 PM
Dec. 5 at Canisius
7:00 PM
Dec. 9 vs. E. Michigan
1 :00 PM
Dec. 14 vs. Wake Forest 7:00 PM
Dec. 19 at Marshall
7:00 PM
Dec. 22 vs. Dayton
7:00 PM
Dec. 28 at YSU *
7:00 PM
Dec. 30 at CSU*
3:00 PM
Jan. 6 vs. Butler *
l :00 PM
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Jan. 11 vs. Loyola*
7:00 PM
Jan. 13 vs. UIC *
1 :00 PM
Jan. 20 at Detroit*
2:00 PM
Jan. 25 vs. UW-M * 7:00 PM
Jan. 27 vs. UW-GB * 1:00 PM
Feb. 3 at Butler *
6:00 PM
Feb. 8 at UIC *
8:00 PM
Feb. I Oat Loyola * 4:00 PM
Feb. 15vs. Detroit* 7:00 PM
Feb. 22 at UW-GB * 8:00 PM
Feb. 24 at UW-M * 3:00 PM
Mar. Iv C:SU *
7:00 PM
Mar. 3 vs. YSU *
2:00 PM .
Horizon League Tournament
TBA
Mar. 5 -Mar 11
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with lots of ne w fac es
'I really don't make goal for the
eason I think about the next game "
aid Brownell
Ryan Hehr
However, even this will be a chalHetv.3@vvright.edu
lenge for the Raider a Wright State
ha ju t ne home game prior to the
It i finally time
middl of Decemb r. With all the ncwn on the team and tarting thing
bigge t p rt ' a n t tart h re on
ut on the road, thing ju t imply arc
campu : M n' · Ba kctball.
not tarting out t o ca:y fi r Wright
The sea on starts Thursday with an
tat .
cxhibiti n .,am a ain t Indiana, and
.. Five out of our fir t even game
th play r and c ache cannot wait.
li
p
lndan
the
about
excited
ar away, it i hard for th guy to get
"I am
into a pattern and b o far away from
game. Wi have been pra ticing for
their daily live here," aid Brownell.
three weeks and are we are ready to
Plus there i an added challenge this
play," said Jordan Pleiman about the
year that they haven't had in the past,
first game, an exhibition game being
their facing a team that made it to the
held at the Nutter Center on Thursday.
Final Four last ea on.
The head coach for the Raiders,
During the week between Christmas
Coach Brad Brownell is new to WSU
and ew Years the Raider will be
from UNC-Wilmingto n. Brownell, as
heading down to Loui iana to take part
Pleiman describes him, i " omeone
in the Hispanic College Fund Classic.
who coaches with detail, and ... an
There, they will take on LSU in the
excellent person."
opening round of the tournament.
The Raider's will have a lot of new
In the Horizon League, they will
and familiar faces on the court this
also have a number of challenges as
season. Returning from last year's
well. After a disappointing 13-15
squad are seniors Drew Burleson,
record overall and an 8-8 record in the
DaShaun Wood, Tyrone Scott, and
Horizon League, the team is projected
Reinaldo Smith with the junior being
to finish fifth in the standings this seaScottie Wilson and Jordan Pleiman.
son.
With Pleiman standing at 6 feet and
But Brownell is hopeful that change
8 inches tall, he is the only post player
things around at Wright State. In fact
the Raider's will have this sea on.
he wants to implement a new program
As for the new guy on the team,
that will have the Greek on campu
there are three freshman who have
come out and upport the team at varidecided to play for Wright tate: Eric
ou games.
Stevenson, Todd Brown, and Vaughn
"I would like to have more people
Duggins.
come out and support us, come to at
Duggins, who originally signed to
least one game and see what it is like,
play with Brownell at UNC-Wilmington, transferred to WSU after Brownell our guys like to put on a good show
for the fans."
moved to Dayton. He was one of the
Pleiman has goals for this season
top recruits out of the state of Indiana
too. "My goals for the team this season
for his class.
are to win the Horizon League TourWith a new team and not much
taking
is
ney, and to spend more time with the
Brownell
had,
be
to
height
guys on the team."
things just one step at a time this season.

Tuesday Mansion
Monsion.2@vvright.edu

2006-200 7 M en's Basketba ll Schedul e
Nov. 2 vs. Indianapolis 7:00 PM
7:30 PM
Nov. 11 at Miami
Nov. 19 at C.Carolina 2:00 PM
Nov. 22 at Chicago St. 8:00 PM
3:00 PM
Dec. 2 vs. Detroit*
8:00 PM
Dec. 5 at Bradley
7:00 PM
Dec. 9 at St. Bon.
7 :00 PM
Dec. 13 at Marshall
5:00 PM
Dec. 16 vs. BGSU
7 :00 PM
Dec. 19 vs. Marist
Dec. 21 vs. Chicago St. 7:00 PM
Hispanic College Fund Classic
8:30 PM
-Dec. 27 at LSU
6:00 PM
-Dec. 28 vs. Samford
6:00 PM
-Dec. 29 vs. M.VS.
7:00 PM
Jan. 2 vs. IPFW
7:00 PM
Jan. 4 vs. UIC *
2:00 PM
Jan. 6 at Butler *

w

w

7:00 PM
Jan. 10 vs. Loyola*
7:00 PM
Jan. 13 vs. UW-GB *
7:00 PM
Jan. 18 at CSU *
Jan. 21 at UW-M * 2:00 PM
7:00 PM
Jan. 24 vs. YSU *
Jan. 27 at Loyola* 5:00 PM
Jan. 29 at UW-GB * 8:00 PM
Feb. 3 at Detroit * 4:00 PM
Feb. 5 vs. UW-M* 7:00 PM
8:00 PM
Feb. 7 at UIC *
Feb. 10 vs. Butler* 7:00 PM
Feb. 14 vs. CSU* 7:00 PM
Feb. 17 BracketBusters
1:00 PM
7:00 PM
Feb. 22 at YSU *
Horizon League Tournament
Feb. 27-Mar. 6
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Soccer has a disappointing ending
II After a great
start team is eliminated in the first
round of HL
Tournament
Lee Mowen
Mowen.2a
1 c r 'I eam has
om n
njoy d :: 'f at dt:al f sm;cc tl i.
a1 br kin r c rd • ining lr und
on the hut- ut Ii t and mo t imp ranHy inning.
1
ith H f th c thing . a good e on mu t en and go into playoff: nd
·f right t te ant d to ho ta gam
at lumni Field for the Horizon
League playoff! . th y n~cded to beat
the incoming Detroit.
Thing , nt pr tty quiet through the
fir~ t hal . d pite having a coreboard

that didn t ork du e to a blown fu c.
The board would fin Uy be on halt\vay
through th fir t half.
The econd half wa about the ame,
until the 63rd minute with a Mary
Parker goal for the Titan . The Raiders
finally re ponded in the 1 t minute
with a Katie omi ar goal. Katie,
younger i ter of the goalie Steph
cored her econd goal of the ea on.
After that no team could mu ter any
offense - until overtime.
A comer kick by Amy Miller wa
kicked in by M gan Matti da for the
golden goal. he Titan would leave
airb m and the Raid r · would eel brat with a 2-1 vcrtim Win.
lo ing out the ea on Wright State
turned 12-3-3, tied for the mo twin
ever in the program. Since the Raider
won, they ho ted Butler at home. This
i a rematch for the Raider of la t aon' opening round of the playoff: .
Thing didn't go according to plan,
a the Butler Bulldog cored early.
The first half scoring was capped off

.

Season at a Glance
-Started season off 7-0-2
- Set school record for
longest streak without losing
-Steph Comisar recorded
nine shutouts
- Eliminated in the first round
of the Horizon League
'f ournament
- Finish with an overall
record of 12-3-4

FAIRFIELD .&
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Katie Comisar drives down the feJd in action against DeJroit on Wednesday in their /a.\1 regular
season game. 17ae Raiders were e6minatedfrom the Horiwn League Toumammt on Saturday
in a shootout against Butler.
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Swim team sweeps Cross countr y struggles
UIC at home meet in leagu e tourna ment
Tuesday Mansion
Monsion.2@wtight.edu

"It is not a fast course, so we are
concentrating more on individual finishes, catching as many people as we
can in the final stretch, rather than on
setting personal be t times,' Coach
Sylvia Kamp prior to the Horizon
League meet in Butler thi weekend.
Thi past Saturday, the WSU Cro s
ountry team competed in the Horizon
League Charnpi n hip the Women
placed 7th out of 9 team and the
Men' team finish d 8 out of the 8
competing teams.
"I think that we are all very excited
to get out there and run our best times
of the season," said senior Stephanie
Supan. "We have been tapering a little
bit the past two weeks so that hopefully
our legs will be fresh for the race. For
some of us, this is our last cross country race ever, so we are sad, excited,
and nervous all at the same time."
"Coach has goals set for us and I
don't want to disappoint her. The team
has been training
really hard the past two weeks," stated
by Kyle Fetters about the anticipation
of the meet. Fetters was injured at the

Falcon Invite and was in recovery.
Top runners for the Women were
once again McYetta in the 26th spot
with a time of 20:11, 37th was Supan in
21 :03, and their teammate C. Hill finished in the 49th spot with a time of
21 :39. The last two women's runners
were, Cochran who ran in 22:02 receiving the 57th spot and Pitsenbarger who
got 63rd place and ran in 22:23.
The men's team wa lead by Fetter
who received the 47th sp tin a time of
28:04, followed by Zamora who ran the
cour e in 28:37 in the 56th spot. Next
for the Men was Gutman who received
the 58th placing in a time of 28:38,
Sheehan finished 65th in a time of
29:00. Meinerding placed 81st in 31 :26
and his teammate Throckman followed
him in the 82nd place with the same
time of 31 :26.
"Many of the team and individual
goals were attained this year ... most
importantly ... to improve the team
standings from last year and to have
each person's time drop throughout the
season," said about the Raiders in her
first season as head coach.
The next meet for the Raiders is the
NCAA Great Lakes Regional Championships at BGSU on Nov. 11.

Wan-en 17wmpson dives in against UIC on Saturday. Bodi the men and women. team
defeated the Flames in their fll"SI home meet ofthe season.

Lee Mowen
Mowen.2@wright.edu
The pool water wa just the right
temperature, a great thing to have if
you wanted to go wimming. With
that both the men's and women's
swimming and diving teams were
able to defeat IBC on Saturday in
their home opener.
In front of a packed house, Wright
State hosted a swimming meet
against the Flames.
The men had won their first two
meets of the season, while the
women had struggled and were still
in search of their first win beading
into Saturday. On a good note
though, UIC has lost two straight
meetings to the Lady Raiders.
The men won 10 out of 13 events
and the women won 11 out of 13.
The women also had double-winners on the day, as Kelsey Cooper
won the 200 back and helped the 400
medley relay gain a 4.03.82 finish.
The men had eight different swimmers winning in individual events.
Ryan Kellerman and Sarah Wyant

teamed up to help the Raider take
the three-meter diving event 242. 70
for the women and 293.47 for the
men.
In the middle of the wimming
competition, WSU fans got a little
visit from Rowdy Raider, normally
spotted at Friday Night games, such
as volleyball and soccer. The nice
visit helped stir the crowd up, as long
as they weren't wearing UI 's traditional Fire Engine Red color.
As the Raiders extinguished the
Flames, the men now have a 3-0,
with all three wins against Horizon
League schools, to Wisconsin-Milwaukee and Wisconsin-Green Bay.
The women possess 1-2, also all
three game being played at Horizon
League colleges. They unfortunately
lost to the Panthers and the Phoenix.
The Raiders finally play a nonconference opponent this coming
weekend. The meet is being held
here at Wright State as the teams will
go head to head a_gainst Oakland
University this Saturday at 1 p.m. at
the WSU Natatorium.

DREAM ...
Anthem individual healthcare plans are
designed to fit your growing needs.
Affordable rates
starting at...

s5 900

Solutions with choices are easy, just call
CHRISTOPHER SMITH
at (800) 294-7737 or (937) 428-8860
www.christophersmith-insurance.com

Anthem Slue Cross and 80.ll! Shield IS tile trade n.ime of Communrty lll'!l1rani:s fom;J<li1y. M mdepe!ldefit hteJL'll!!' of the Blue
cross an1 Blu!!Sh;eld Association eR!!glste'l!d ma'1<s Slue cross and Bli;P Shield AW>c1aMn.

"R.!tes are mustranve and subject to change '!tlur r:i ewi'I be bale<! on71lllr age. gt>n~er area tier level and Ille
08CUCNll9 l!!'Jel ynu C/IOOSI!
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e Phy icians
Orthopedi cs & Sports ·Medicine
Lynn A. Crosby, MD
Michael A. Herbenick, MD
Richard T. Laughlin, MD
L. Joseph Rubino, MD
Michael J. Prayson, MD
Michael D. Barnett, MD
Matthew w. Lawless, MD
Corey J. Ellis, MD
Gregory L. Barbour, DPM

Specializing in:

Meet with representatives from
the University of Dayton Schools
of Business Administration,
Education and Allied Pro ssions,
Engineering. Law and the
Colleg of Arts and Scien e .

OPEN HOUSE

Adult Recons ruction

Spine

Total Hip and Kn
Repla m nt
Arthro copi Surgery

Fractur
Correction of Spine D form1tl s

Shoulder and Elbow

Knee and sports Medicine

Total Shoulder Replacement
Rotator Cuff Disorders

Total Knee Replacement
Ligament Reconstruction

Foot and Ankle

Podiatry

Joint Replacement
All Foot & Ankle Problem

Diabetic Foot/Wound Care

Thursday, Nov. 2
5 to 7 p.m.
Kennedy Umon
Ballroom
Tickets for a UD basketball game
and dinner gift certificates will
be given away as door prizes.

Bunions & Hammertoes

Trauma

Fractures &

Bone Healing Problem

FOR MORE INFO ON TH~S EXCITING, PAID SUMMER OPPORTUNITY, STOP BY THE ARMY ROTC OFFICE AT 328 FAWCETI HALL, CALL 775-2763 OR VISIT WWW.WRIGHT.EDU/ACADEMICS/ARMYROTC

SPORTS
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Men's soccer loses
on penalty kicks
Lee Mowen
Mowen.2@...vright.edu

The e, in theory might help the
Raider , but there are also a lot of con
to fight again t with too. The Raider
had failed to win a Horizon League
game on the road.
The Raider h aded onto Flame
Field on a cold Saturday night, and the
Flame · fan and tudcnts were lo king
f rw rd t a ·hredding of a number
ight ed. Both team were in f r a

The Men' occer 11 am fini hed
the regular ea on off with an -9
record, also fini hing off from a victory again 't the a ·tern Illinoi' Panther .
he Raider were in the ba cm nt
of the 11 rizon ague . tandings with
a 1-5 league rec rd. Their nly league
surpri ·c.
win was again t Detroit.
Th Flame nationally ranked
Th1.:n it was time for the R, idcrs to
dcfen · kept th f leak-I ad offen ·e
head int th Horiz n cagul! Tournafrom coring a goal, while th Raiders
ment. h nly d wnfall wa th y
kept the Flame in check a well.
were playing again t UIC.
The econd half wa deja vu for
The Raiders hosted the Flame at
both teams, a Tebias Mason saved all
Alumni Field earlier in the season,
the Flames hots ending the game
hoping to extinguish the Flames back
into overtime.
to Chicago. But UIC had other ideas.
The two overtimes also saw no
DIC and WSU went into overtime,
coring a well. So the Raiders did
both ettled with a goal a piece. All
omething they haven't done for a
heart of the Raider fans caught on fire
whtle ... tie a game. Last year the team
and then broke, a DIC hot the winning goal, ending the homecoming fun went 10-10, with no ties. This year, the
regular sea on halted no ties as well.
for the night with a 2-1 loss.
But it' the Horizon League playHeading into actioin on Saturday
offs, so what happens to teams who tie
fre hmen Adam Harp and Braden
in a playoff game and can't finish it in
Fleak combine for 19 goals and four
a ists of the regular eason. Fleak has a couple of overtimes? It' time to
bring in a penalty kick.
had a goal-filled eason, with a total
Thi proved to be th mo t exciting
amount of 13. That set a new record of
part of the game, a UIC and Wright
individual coring marks since the
State quared off in the penalty kick
move into Division I for the Golden
time. Roger Downing mi ed two of
Green. He al o won Newcomer of the
hi two hots, and Eric Johnson mi sed
Year in the league as well. Harp also
ha a dee nt year with ix tallie in the hi shot a well. After the econd
Downing mi , UI wrapped up the
g al mark in hi 12 tart a a freshvictory in penalty time t · cure their
man Raider.
place in the Horizon League playoff: ,
Th goalkeeper Tebia Ma on ha
tarted all of the game played out this with a I 0-9 victory in penalty kick
time.
year. He ha 97 ave , which i fifth
The Raider fin ihed off their seaalJ-time in a single ea on at Wright
son with an overa11 record of 8-9-1.
State.
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Volleyball beats
Butler in five sets
mented about the season that, "I think
that our team has come a great way
since presea on. Everyone has found
"We cannot take Butler lightly,"
and accepted their role on the team
said Ali ha Kimbro before the Butler
and we all get along great on and off
game on Friday. "'They have gotten
the court, which i alway a po itive."
better ince our fir t match up and we
Responding about her coach Catrine d to under tand that they are tryna mith, Kimbro tat d, "Trina i an
ing to win a conference champion hip amazing per on and a d dicated
ju t as much a we are."
coach who ha. revived th W U v 11 hey mu t have stuck to their
lcyball program. C mpeting in the
game plan then because the Raider
Horiz n League champi n hip match
defeated the Butl r Build g in fi e
la t year really ·ct the bar, and he'.
ets, 18-30, 30-12, 19-30, 30-1 , 15det rmincd t have h r team meet and
12.
exceed that tandard."
Looking at the stat , if no wonder
The WSU Volleyball team is now
they came out on top. WSU hit over
7-3 in the Horizon League and 13-l2
overall.
the .500 mark for the first time this
season. Also on Friday night, the
When asked about playing IPFW
Raiders finished with 9 aces where
on Tuesday night, Lindsey Frank statButler recorded four for the evening.
ed "We've been playing really well
Out tanding players for the Green
at home this ea on, o we have to
use that to our advantage when we
and Gold were Jenny Shultz who led
play IPFW next Tue day at home.
the Raiders with 17 kills and 21 digs,
Lexi Leonhard recorded 26 digs, and
We didn't fair to well against them
la t season so that rea on, as well as
Tara Geegan, who finished with 8
kills and 7 blocks. Also contributing
being at home, give us great motivawas Kimbro with 14 kills, 19 digs and tion to beat them this year.'
"IPFW typically has a good team
7 blocks.
with a lot of great player , and that
"Confidently I can speak for the
whole team when I say that thi has
match will give u another opportunibeen an incredible sea on,'' aid Kim- ty to compete and get better, preparbro. "Like any team we have had our ing us in the long run for the Horizon
League Tournament," Kimbro stated
highs and low , but there i nothing
about the team's final non-conference
that can break the bond we have with
game next match on Tue. day, Oct. 31
each other and the coache ."
Her teammate, Lindsey Frank com- in McLin Gym at 7 p.m.

Tuesday Mansion
Monsion.2@Wright.edu

Cross Pointe Centre

$~favd,&Jt~ 1.981
.70 West to 675 South - Centerville exit 4

101

E. Alex Bell Rd. Centerville, Oh. 937-439-1814

.26-·
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Spirit Unit not just pretty faces
Ryan Hehr
Hehr.3@wright.edu

To read more about the
Spirit Unit go to
theguardianonline.com
and get the full story
about what it's like to
be on WSU's Spirit Unit.
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different from the one they aw at the previou game.
In other word , with there being 13 home
Rah! Rah! Go team, go!
game for the men's ba ketball program,
Thi i the imag that many people get
there' thirteen different routines the women
wh n they pictur cheerleader on the id mu t learn, plu anything extra they need to
line during p rting event . Ditzy girl with
know for when they're ju ton the idelin ,
p m-pom wh are a pr tty face for guy to
with no room being allowed for error.
tare at during a br a in th acti n of a
"We ha t get it p ~ ct," aid alee
gam , an n thing m re.
Mal y, th captain of the m raid Jazz. 'So
Whit many girl may till have the pretty
w 'r practi ing c n tantly."
fac b ing a ch crlcadcr at th c 11 ·ge l vcl
With the game , practice and w ight lifti anythin 1 but a cute. y ima 1c, c en at
ing, it ca y to c how b ing on th squad
Wright ,...tat".
~ n tak up l t f y ur tim , mayb cv n a
With dan 1 cr u routin -. th t include b ing little t much at time·.
t '.'din th airt put live. at ri k, th res a
'A lot f people hav to got cl .
l t m r' t
ing ch rlead r th n ju t
traight fr m (m ming) pr cticc," aid
having the perfect mile. They ha e to b
Chri tina Lawrence of th m raid Jazz.
athletic in hape, and fearle ne when it
"Obviou ly it' very time con urning because
come to performing their tunt .
you ha e t o keep up with everything."
"It' very intense,' aid Robin Oberlitner.
Free time maybe even rarer for those who
"It's a lot more physical than (most pe ple
are cheerleaders. While only half perform at
think. It' a lot harder than they think. '
the men' ba ketball games and the other half
The quad practice three day a week for
at th women' , there are till three games
three hour increment at a time. During that
where the whole squad cheer at a men s
time the members ha e a vigorou workout
game. On top of that, twice a eason part of
where they practice flip , work on choreogra- the quad goes with the men' team to an
phy and build human pyramid . In addition to away game a well.
that, the quad al o weight lift now in the
But don't think for a moment the squad's
wee hour of the morning to try and make
ea on end when basketball is finished. Both
things smoother than they already are.
the cheerleading quad and the Emerald Jazz
Plu they practice in their pare time a
compete in competition after the winter
well ju t to try and en ure that nothing will
sports ea on comes to a clo e. It actually i
go wrong with an entire crowd watching.
ju t the midway point. That i when the
All thi i done o that on the day of a
quad tarts to become con urned with particgame everything i perfect and the crowd can ipating at a national competition in Daytona
have ome entertainment even when the
Beach, Florida ho ted by the ational CheerRaider are not out facing their opp nents.
leading A ociation (NCA).
ut even with all the practice, weightliftThe event take place in April, well after
in and ndurancc that i involved in making
the ba k tball ca on has come to a clo e.
the p rfect qu d, m ny pe pl till d n 't
While th re th quad i up at 6 a.m. to go
c n ider the individual to be athlete .
er their r utine and w rk on any la t
ven Eli P yton, a male cheerleader on the
minute error . They then comp te in the
quad had hi doubts about how in shape
afternoon or evening, in hope of bringing
someone ha to be in just to run on the court
home a title. This is by far the biggest goal
during halftime and timeout , but his mind
for many of the members.
wa quickly changed.
"For the pa t couple of year (the reward)
"I didn't think this would be nearly a
ha been making it to national ," aid Oberlinten e a it i ," aid Peyton. "But it'
itner. 'I think it' been our main goal o far,"
impres ive how much you actually have to
And both squads have been succe sful at it
do."
too.
As a wre tier in high school, Peyton was
Last year, the squads both placed second
in tip top shape and was one of the top
in select competitions with Kalee Maloy
wrestlers at his school. He was even going to receiving honors as the All American Dance
tryout for WSU's wrestling club. But after
winner. Even Rowdy, the school's mascot got
coming to practice one day, and talking to
in on the action as he or she (since nobody
Gillespie, Peyton has been on the squad ever
can know who the person under the uniform
since, and has no regrets about joining either.
is) got in on the action as he was named an
"I'm pretty happy with it. I'm definitely
All American Mascot. These are all accomnot complaining about it."
plishments that not many other squads can
The scary part about the whole ordeal is
say they have done in the past year.
that the cheerleaders are only half the squad.
And the rewards for accomplish all of
The other half is the Emerald Jazz, a dance
these things are very beneficial. Like many
group that also perfonns during games. They
athletes on campus, members of the spint
too have long and stressful practices all in
unit are on scholarships. The range anywhere
preparation for running out on the court for
from $500-$1500 depending on how long
just a few minutes at a time during a game.
someone has been on the squad. Plus all of
During practice the ladies work on several
their trips are paid for based off how much
dance routines that have pin point accuracy
they money they raise from camps and other
in footwork choreography so they can perfundraisers.
form during the halftime of the men's basketSo while many still think the ladies are on
ball games. Then, after the dance is prethe sidelines just for looks, Lawrence may
formed once, they move on to the next one
have said it best when she said "It's not a
because every routine a fan sees at a game, is cake walk."
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CLASSIFIEDS
Help Want ed
Babysitters needed. We are looking for
babysitter for Cincinnati families.
Mu t have experience and own
'
transportatio n. Apply at
www.TheSitterConnection.com
937-866-0992
Sitt rs Wanted. Average $10 per hour.
R gister free for j b n ar campus or
home. www. tud nt- itt r .com

For
HOUSE FOR RENT! $650 I month: Only
$215 per room! Fairborn 3 bdrm, 1
bath, recently renovated bathroom and
family room, very clean, close to WSU
and Wright -Patt Air Force Base. Act
now and get 1st month free (Nov. or
Dec.)! Call 937-671-7139.
FOR RENT: Campus Crest Apartments - 2 bedroom, 1-1/2 baths. Rent
from 625 up. CALL 937-427-8837
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This week's puzzle brough t to you by:

Th e Ba rfl ies
Bet a
Phi

Stop Looking, Start livin At
Univer ity Woods!
1 BDRM Apt . I $489.00
2 BDRM Apts. / $529.00
Call about our Move in SpecialsThey're going fast ... (937) 878-6700

WSU Police has student patrol positions open. Must have valid Ohio drivers license. Mostly evening hours,
some daytime hours, great pay! To
apply call 775-2056.
NEED CASH? Pay your way through
school. Work 10-15 hrs/week. Pure
Swiss Skin Care Products. Looking for
4 positive & commited men or women.
Call Mrs. Taltoan at 937-859-4587 or
513-257-88.?7. Leave a message.

([JJJ J~r~rElDJJ WO~

Ir:
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For Rent: Nice 3 bedroom house Near
WSU, WPAFB, Kettering, and The
Greene. Includes washer I dryer, dish
washer, AC, garage, long driveway and
7 networking plugs. No Smoking/No
Pets $745/mo+ util. 1 yr. LEASE. Call
Scott 937.886.4381 or
scotmj@gmail.com.

Om ega
Sud oku
The challenge is to fill evezy row across every column down, and every
3x3 box with the digits 1 through 9. Each 1 through 9 digit must appear
only once in each row across, each column down, and each 3x3 box.

Services
Call STS for the best deals to this year's
top 10 Spring Break destinations! Earn
the highest rep comissions! Ask about
our group discounts! Voted best party
schedules. 1-800-648-4849.
www.ststrave l.com.

Travel
Spring Break 2007 Celebration. Fr
trip on every 12 before Nov.l. Fr
Meals & Parti s. Group Discounts on
6+ Hottest Spring Break D stinations.
1-800-426-7710
www.sunspl ashtours.com
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2006. Feature Exchange

S8th Amluaf ends of
Planne~ Par nthood Book Pair
880,000 item for Ale, plu a Bare Boob Silent Auction
'and. OollecUbl e Oornerl

lovember 10, 11, ind 11

Friday 10 am - 9 pm, $5.00 a.dmisslon
Sa~ 10 am - 8 pm FREE admission
B~ 10 am - 6 pm FREE admission
(S!JD.d.aiy books $4.00 per grocery bag)

llOldifCmetJ'J' OomdJ falrCroDdl (lOll S. JIU 8Ueel DIJIOat Ohio)
SpoilSOl'ed

b.Y the IPriends of Planned Parenthood Book Loft..
www.plannedparenthood.org/swoh

